
 MIDI Song Player
Song Player    Version 1.0 is a Standard MIDI file song player that uses Windows 3.0 with 
Multimedia Extensions or Windows 3.1.      Song Player is a program written in Visual Basic.    
The latest version of Song Player & the VB complete source code for Song Player is available
for $12 from Artic Software Company. 
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Source Code
Artic Software Company is making the complete Visual Basic source code for Song Player 
available for $12.    This includes all VB forms and VB code. 

The "3-D look" aspect of Song Player is done with custom controls from Sheridan Software 
Systems
Sheridan Software Systems.    Only run-time versions of these controls are included, but both
code using & not using these controls is included for the $12.

Artic Software Co. can accept Checks, VISA or Master Card.    For credit card order please 
include the number, experation date and complete name from the card.

Send    Payment , Name, Address and diskette size to:
Song Player Source Code
Artic Software Company
PO Box 28
Waterford, WI    53185-0028
(414) 534-4309



 

File
The file menu contains two commands

Open Song File 
This command opens Standard MIDI Song Files for accompaniment (See Player for more 
information.) 

Exit
This command exit from Song Player to the Windows Program Manager.



 

Nkey 
Nkey is a    Music Performance Program for Windows.      Jam the Blues, perform Jazz & even 
solo rock 'n' roll while never playing a WRONG Note.    Nkey allows anyone to perform 
phenomenal instrumental music directly from your PC's keyboard.    That's right, using the 
same keyboard that "normal" users use for word processing and spreadsheets, you can 
improvise like a pro.    Call our 24-hour demo line and hear for yourself.    (414) 534-4309

Nkey's automatic scale and key selection turns your PC's keyboard into a powerful 
improvising tool.    Nkey includes a graphic piano display, real-time graphic mixer, midi file 
player, 39+ standard midi files, online help, printed manual.    

 All you need is a Sound Card or Midi Interface and Windows 3.0 or higher.    You don't even 
need the Multimedia Extensions or Windows 3.1.    Nkey is $39 from Artic Software.

Artic Software Co. can accept Checks, VISA or Master Card.    For credit card order please 
include the number, experation date and complete name from the card.

Send    Payment , Name, Address and diskette size to:
Artic Software Company
PO Box 28
Waterford, WI    53185-0028



Song Player includes controls for playing standard MIDI song files. 

Tempo 
This slider control allows you to control the tempo of the song file being played. The tempo 
is loaded with each Song File

File Path 
This shows the path to the current song file.

Play 
This button plays the song file from the current Bar count. 

Stop 
This stops the song file at the current Bar count.

Rewind 
This rewinds the song file to it's beginning.

Bar Counter 
This shows the current Bar the song file is on.



Sheridan Software Systems, Inc.
65 Maxess Road
Melville, NY    11747


